
DEL MAR ANALYSIS
BY BRAD FREE
BEST BET: RACE 1, JES JAA

FIRST RACE
The pace scenario in this short sprint suits JES JAA, who is quick enough to establish position from the rail, and fast 
enough on figures to win at this class level. He was prepping two weeks ago when he raced wide in a $25k claiming 
sprint at Los Alamitos. That was his comeback, and first off the claim. He returns to the $16k claiming N3L level at 
which he finished second two back, and enters as the most probable winner on the card. ZARQA STAR also takes a 
significant class drop, from open $25k claiming. His three starts at Del Mar produced a pair of runner-up finishes; 
he won a N2L claiming sprint two back and fits with these. He will rally from off the pace. SEAL SIX shows up in a 
claiming race for the first time in his career. First start since October, he is another that should be finishing. CUPID’S 
BEAU has enough speed to maybe pester the top choice.

SECOND RACE
QUIET NO MORE, whose four starts have all been two turns, meets a field of mostly sprinters in this maiden-20 
route for fillies and mares. In the money two of three on dirt, at a higher level, she drops to the bottom for the first 
time in a race with speed to flatter her grinding rally. Off the pace and into the winner’s circle. TENTHOUSANDREA-
SONS and LEA’S REWARD are stretching out for the first time, with figures that would make them competitive if 
reproduced around two turns. Lightly raced TENTHOUSANDREASONS makes just the fourth start of her career; 
she finished in the money both recent sprints, and as a 3yo with a seven-pound apprentice rider aboard gets a sig-
nificant weight break relative to the favorite. LEA’S REWARD has changed trainers since raced; this is her first start 
for Richard Baltas. First time long, speed and five-pound apprentice aboard, expect speed. CALIFORNIASUMMMER 
finished second in a maiden-50 route on this track last summer. She drops off a decent fourth on turf.

THIRD RACE
Gulfstream Park shipper EXCLUSIVELY OURS makes her California debut for trainer Peter Miller while dropping 
in class from a productive turf stakes last fall. He finished fifth; the race produced three next-out winners. That 
was way back in October; he was sold privately since and makes his first start in California. With a top grass rider 
aboard, realistically spotted for a $40k claim tag, he should fire his best shot first start back. IRISH GOODBYE has 
gradually improved this season based on figures, and drops from a tougher N1X to run for the claim tag. His sprint 
win two back in a maiden-50 compares favorably to these; he finished second in a turf route stakes on this course 
last summer as a 2yo. MOST DETERMINED was overmatched in a Santa Anita stakes last out. Previously based 
in Arizona, he will be rolling late. His four-length allowance win two starts back at Turf Paradise was sharp. CITY 
STORM might be ranked too low by this handicapper. He is the only locally based runner that is racing for a claim 
tag for the first time, and both recent starts were okay. He is likely to be one of the favorites. The only knock is price. 
KENZOU’S RHYTHM is the only three-time winner in the field, and another that figures as a contender.

FOURTH RACE
MAKE IT A TRIPLE has improved since adding blinkers two starts back. He set a strong pace last time in a Cal-bred 
maiden-50, fought to deep stretch and missed by a nose. Good try. He moves up to special-weight Cal-breds, is 
drawn outside his main pace rivals, and can win with a pressing trip while ridden for the first time by Rafael Beja-
rano. VEGAS VIC is up from the maiden-30 level. He also dueled on solid splits last time, missed by a half-length 
and finished more than six lengths clear of third. Blinkers on, he carries nine pounds less than the top choice. 
Golden Gate shipper RULE NUMBER EIGHT is racing for the first time on dirt. His two sprints on synthetic were 
the best of his career; his turf races not so good. He fits if he handles dirt. LUCKY WITH YOU was claimed from a 
runner-up finish for $50k. He runs well fresh; this is his first start since early June.

FIFTH RACE
Another shipper with a shot, Golden Gate-based OH MAN shows up at Del Mar in a Calbred maiden-50 for 2yos that 
looks relatively weak. He hit the board both starts in Northern California, has speed to be forwardly placed, and not 
much here to beat. ROCKY ROGUE is a dropper with speed. He set the pace twice at Santa Anita in special-weight 
Cal-bred races, runner-up followed by an eighth-place finish. He drops in for a tag and will be mixing it up early. 
LUCKY PEGASUS, runner-up twice in four starts, is third preference. Sure seems like a modest bunch of 2yos in 
this race.

SIXTH RACE
Two turns is a long way for the speedster SPIN ME A KISS, but if she is ever going to do it, it might be the first time 
she tries. She set a blazing pace last out in a turf sprint, and faded to second. The fractions should be softer in this 
Cal-bred turf route, she has been training for this two-turn race, and should be cruising out front. Come and catch 
her. SEA SMOKE could tuck into a cozy trip positioned second behind the speed. If and when the top choice fades, 
SEA SMOKE would get first run. GOLDEN LIGHT scored the only win of her career in her only start on this course 
last summer. She can lag and finish. That style could play well if the top choice drags down the other speed. Lightly 
raced MOONSHINE ANNIE misfired last out as the favorite at this class level; her maiden win two back puts her in 
the hunt. LETHAL LEGACY will be rolling late in a race that sets up for her stretch-running style.

SEVENTH RACE
SHE’S A WARRIOR looks like a low-odds standout in this N2X allowance, returning to a track on which she has a 
win and two thirds, and dropping from G3. She won a maiden race here last summer returning from a similar layoff 
and dropping from a stakes. Appropriate speed figures, closing style in a race that could set up for an off-the-pace 
runner, and seemingly one of the more probable winners on the card. AVICII stretches out from sprints, and is 
likely to set the pace. She tried two turns only once previously, off the board in spring 2016, but is a better filly this 
season. She actually has a pattern similar to the top choice in race 6. Both are sprinters going long, unproven at two 
turns. MENDED has won six straight, all since being claimed for $12.5k in January by John Martin. She has been 
winning on the front end, but that position is likely to be taken. From the outside, perhaps she can get comfortable 
trip pressing the pace while racing in the clear. Tough spot for a filly in good form, but she wins too many races to 
discount. PLASTERED is a 6-for-13 pro that will be finishing.

EIGHTH RACE
In a difficult finale for maiden-claiming runners on turf, OH SCATTY OH gets the nod. Her fourth-place finish two 
back, the only time Flavien Prat has ridden her, was the best race of her career. Reunited with Prat, versatile style, 
and she ran okay on this course in her debut last summer. GEE STREET will be rallying late. Like the top choice, 
‘STREET also ran well two starts back before misfiring last out. TWEETING arrives from the East Coast in decent 
form vs. special-weight company; this is her first try in for a tag. PANTSONFIRE makes her U.S. debut in a race that 
sure looks tailor-made for a new shooter.


